
Launch your cloud journey with an Azure blueprint optimised for impact.

For Nonprofit

As a nonprofit ready to embrace the cloud, begin your journey with a solid foundation designed around best practices. Our Azure 
Landing Zone sets the stage for a scalable and adaptive Azure deployment, accommodating your evolving mission-driven needs 
over time.

Crafted with nonprofits in mind, our Azure Landing Zone offers a secure, scalable, and diverse Azure environment, drawing 
from both SoftwareOne and Microsoft’s best practices. It’s the ideal launchpad for your mission-driven development and 
experiments.

The essence of this Landing Zone is to give nonprofits a smooth start in Azure, constructed firmly on Microsoft’s architecture 
standards. Our expert consultants will work closely with your key team members to shape a landing zone that aligns with your 
organisation’s unique impact goals. As we conclude, we’ll review the design choices made and hand the reins back to you, 
ensuring you’re poised for continued success.

Azure Landing Zone Quickstart

What will we do?

Making a difference with Azure
Nearly three-quarters (74%) of nonprofits say digital transformation is essential. 

Salesforce Nonprofit Trends Report 2023
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The Azure Landing Zone built for Nonprofits

Landing Zone Design

Security Network Design

Monitoring

Azure Compute and Storage

Areas covered include:

• Landing Zone Requirements

• Cloud Enrollment

• Cloud Tenant

• Azure Architecture Options

• Management Groups

• Subscriptions

• Resource Groups

• Regions/Availability Zones/Sets

• Azure Policy & Initiatives

• Tagging

• Naming Conventions

• Cost Management Options

Areas covered include:

• Microsoft Defender for Cloud

• Azure Key Vault

• Identity Model

• Role Based Access Controls

Areas covered include:

• Network Requirements

• Networking decisions:

• Virtual Network/ Subnet design

• Network Security Groups

• Traffic flows

• On-premises connectivity (VPN/ Express-Route)

• Internet connectivity

• DNS Requirements

Areas covered include:

• Infrastructure Monitoring

• Application Monitoring

• Network Monitoring

• Log Analytics & Diagnostics

Areas covered include:

• Virtual Machines

• Disk and File Storage

Get started!

Want to learn more about Azure Landing Zone Quickstart? Get in touch with us!

https://www.softwareone.com/en/industry-solutions/nonprofit

